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Abstract

Cardiovascular diseases such as heart attack and stroke is the leading cause of death or serious long-term disability with substantial neurologic as well as medical and psychological complications thus results in billions of dollars in the US each year for healthcare, medication, lost productivity, and rehabilitation. Although the major cause of a cardiovascular disease is a blockage in artery, it remains unknown about whether, when, and how a plaque will develop, progress and eventually rupture, leading to a heart attack or stroke. Due to the advances in computer hardware and numerical algorithm, patient-specific computational hemodynamics has emerged as a promising tool to reveal the hemodynamic mechanism of plaque disruption or embolization. However due to its complexity, patient-specific computational hemodynamics heavily relies on the utilization of commercial software packages with inherent limitations in physical modeling and computational performance. We innovatively develop a unified computing platform to simulate patient-specific hemodynamics and flow-vessel interaction using lattice Boltzmann method (LBM), which integrates anatomical-structure extraction from imaging data and numerical simulation in one computation mesh structure, where the LBM solves level set equation for image segmentation and Navier-Stokes equation for fluid dynamics respectively. The patient-specific vessel geometry, volumetric ratio of solid versus fluid, and the orientation of the boundary obtained with high accuracy seamlessly feed to the numerical simulation needs. In order to better treat the complex geometry, we specifically develop volumetric lattice Boltzmann scheme which strictly satisfies mass conservation when boundary moves. Validation study is on hemodynamics and flow-vessel interaction in healthy and diseased aortas. Flow rate and
structure, pressure and vorticity distribution, as well as wall normal and shear stresses, are revealed in both cases. This computation system is suitable to be paralleled on GPU platform aiming to perform real-time simulation and visualization of blood flow in a human body.
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